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HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY AND THE
HILLAM-THRON THEOREM
IAN SHORT
Abstract. Every open ball within RN1 has an associated hyper-
bolic metric and Mobius transformations act as hyperbolic isome-
tries from one ball to another. The Hillam-Thron Theorem is con-
cerned with images of balls under Mobius transformation, yet exist-
ing proofs of the theorem do not make use of hyperbolic geometry.
We exploit hyperbolic geometry in proving a generalisation of the
Hillam-Thron Theorem and examine the precise congurations of
points and balls that arise in that theorem.
1. Introduction
An (innite complex) continued fraction is a formal expression
(1.1)
a1
b1 +
a2
b2 +
a3
b3 +   
;
where the ai and bj are complex numbers and no ai is equal to 0. This
continued fraction will be denoted by K(anj bn). We dene Mobius
transformations tn(z) = an=(bn + z), for n = 1; 2; : : : , and let Tn =
t1      tn. The continued fraction is said to converge classically if the
sequence T1(0); T2(0); : : : converges. Observe that tn(1) = 0 for every
n 2 N, which is equivalent to Tn(1) = Tn 1(0) for each n 2 N, with
the convention that T0 is the identity map.
The Hillam-Thron Theorem is stated in [5, Theorem 4.37] as follows.
Theorem A. Let D be the circular region dened by
(1.2) D = fw : jw   cj < rg; where jcj < r:
Let the continued fraction K(anj bn) be such that
(1.3) tn(D)  D; n = 1; 2; : : : ;
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where tn(z) = an=(bn + z). Then the continued fraction converges to a
value f 2 D.
It is our intention to establish a generalisation of Theorem A in
a geometric context that is independent of dimension and is conju-
gation invariant. To this end, we rst interpret Theorem A within
this framework. In geometric terms, equation (1.2) says that D is
an open Euclidean disc that contains the origin within its interior.
The transformations tn map 1, which is strictly exterior to D, to 0,
which is strictly interior to D. This is of particular signicance to
the Hillam-Thron Theorem; other results of continued fraction theory
such as Van Vleck's Theorem and the Parabola Theorem also involve
transformations tn mapping certain sets D within themselves, but with
these results the points 1 and 0 do not lie on opposite sides of the
boundary @D. We can generalise this strong condition associated with
the Hillam-Thron Theorem as follows. Let D be any open ball in
RN1 = RN [ f1g, N > 1, dened with the chordal metric (the chordal
metric is described in x2). Choose a point a 2 D and another point
b 2 RN1 nD. An open ball in the chordal metric is either a Euclidean
half-space, one of the components of the complement of an (N   1)-
dimensional Euclidean hypersphere, or RN1 itself (the nal possibility
is implicitly excluded from proceedings through the assumption that
b 2 RN1 n D). We work with sequences tn of N -dimensional Mobius
transformations that satisfy tn(b) = a and tn(D)  D, for all n 2 N.
The hypotheses of Theorem A may be recovered upon choosing a = 0,
b =1 and N = 2, and declaring D to be a Euclidean disc.
We have now described the assumptions of Theorem A in geometric
terms that make sense in all dimensions. In this paper we amend the
assumption that tn(D)  D in the following manner. Equation (1.4)
ensures that
(1.4) D  T1(D)  T2(D)     :
It is intuitively clear, and will subsequently be proved, that the inter-
section of this nested sequence of closed discs is itself a closed disc.
The discs Tn(D) converge, in a sense that will later be made precise,
to this intersection of closed discs. It is our contention that it is the
convergence of Tn(D) that is signicant in the Hillam-Thron Theorem,
not the nested requirement. Moreover, all the geometry should be set
within C1 (or RN1 in higher dimensions), rather than C, since Mobius
transformations are conformal bijections of the former space and not
the latter. We state our generalisation of Theorem A bearing in mind
all the above modications.
Theorem 1.1. Let D be an open ball in RN1, and choose two points
a 2 D and b 2 RN1 n D. Let T1; T2; : : : be N-dimensional Mobius
transformations that satisfy
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(i) Tn(b) = Tn 1(a), for n = 1; 2; : : : ;
(ii) Tn(D) converges to a compact set X 6= RN1.
Then Tn converges locally uniformly within D to a point.
If X consists of a single point x, then in fact Tn converges uniformly
within D to x, and given a, b, D and X, the set D[fbg is the largest set
on which pointwise convergence of Tn to x is assured. If X is a closed
ball of positive chordal radius then Tn converges locally uniformly to
a point x on the complement of @D, and given a, b, D and X, the
complement of @D is the largest set on which pointwise convergence
of Tn to x is assured. Theorem 1.1 and these stronger deductions are
proved in x4. The best possibility of the theorem is discussed in x5.
Condition (ii) of Theorem 1.1 is that the sequence Tn(D) converges
to X with the chordal Hausdor metric, which may be dened on the
set of compact subsets of RN1. This metric is dened in x2 and there
we outline the basic theory of convergence of closed balls within RN1.
The limit of this sequence Tn(D) must be another closed ball, although
we have excluded the possibility that X = RN1 in Theorem 1.1 as the
result fails in that case. To see this, choose T2n 1(z) = 1=(nz) and
T2n(z) = nz, with D the unit disc in C, a = 0 and b = 1. Then it is
easily proven (after the chordal Hausdor metric has been dened in
x2) that Tn(D) converges to C1, whilst Tn diverges at every point of
C1. It can never happen that X is equal to C1 in the classic Hillam-
Thron Theorem as the nested condition (1.4) ensures that X  D.
Theorem Amay be recovered from Theorem 1.1 upon restrictingD to
be a Euclidean disc, choosing N = 2, a = 0, b =1, and assuming that
the balls Tn(D) are nested. Unlike Theorem A, our result is conjugation
invariant, in the sense that the sequence g  Tn  g 1, where g is an N -
dimensional Mobius transformation, also satises the hypotheses and
conclusion of Theorem 1.1, but with alternative associated ball and
points g(D), g(a) and g(b).
Theorem 1.1 is a result about Mobius transformations mapping balls
to other balls. Each open chordal ball D ( RN1 admits a hyperbolic
metric that we denote by D. Any Mobius transformation f that maps
such an open ball D to another open ball E is an isometry from the
metric space (D; D) to the metric space (E; E). Thus the geometry of
the hypotheses of Theorem A and Theorem 1.1 is hyperbolic, although
the deduction of both theorems is Euclidean convergence. (More pre-
cisely, it is convergence in the chordal metric, but the chordal metric
is locally equivalent to the Euclidean metric in RN .) This interaction
between hyperbolic and Euclidean metrics is reected in our proof of
Theorem 1.1. In contrast, the standard proofs of the Hillam-Thron
Theorem have little geometric insight and generally consist of opaque
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algebraic manipulations. Throughout this article we assume that the
reader has basic knowledge of standard properties of Mobius transfor-
mations and the hyperbolic metric that can be found in [1] and [6].
To appreciate the geometric simplicity of the principle behind The-
orem 1.1, we encourage the reader to rst comprehend Theorem 1.2,
which is an extension of [2, Theorem 1.1]. In Theorem 1.2 we use hyper-
bolic geometry to calculate the precise locations of the balls Tn(D) and
points Tn(a) that arise in Theorem 1.1. With this precision attained,
the proof of Theorem 1.1 is then a careful exercise in converting the ex-
act hyperbolic distance measurements to Euclidean distance estimates
that are necessary to establish Euclidean convergence.
For the purposes of concise exposition, we encapsulate the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 1.1 in a single denition. Let a Hillam-Thron sequence
(Tn; a; b;D) be a sequence of Mobius transformations Tn, an open ball
D ( RN1 and points a 2 D and b 2 RN1 nD, such that Tn(D) converges
in the chordal Hausdor metric to a limit that is not RN1, and such
that Tn(b) = Tn 1(a), for n = 1; 2; : : : . We use the notation D for
inversion in the boundary @D of D (D is a Euclidean reection if D is
a half-space). If f is a Mobius transformation that maps one open ball
D to another open ball E, then for any z 2 D
f(D(z)) = E(f(z))
(see [1, Theorem 3.2.5]).
Theorem 1.2. Let Dn ( RN1, n = 1; 2; : : : , be a sequence of open balls
such that Dn converges to a compact set X 6= RN1. Choose a constant
k > 0. Let z1; z2; : : : be a sequence of points in RN1 such that for each
n > 2,
(i) zn 1 2 Dn 1 nDn;
(ii) Dn(Dn(zn 1); zn) = k.
Then there is a Hillam-Thron sequence (Tn; a; b;D) with Tn(D) = Dn
and Tn(a) = zn, for n = 1; 2; : : : . Conversely, the sequence of balls
Dn = Tn(D) and points zn = Tn(a) associated with any Hillam-Thron
sequence (Tn; a; b;D) satisfy the above conditions with k = D(a; D(b)).
Theorem 1.2 extends [2, Theorem 1.1], which is a result of a similar
nature that applies to Pringsheim's Theorem. Pringsheim's Theorem is
commonly recognised as the special case of the Hillam-Thron Theorem
when D is the unit disc (and a = 0 and b = 1). From a geometric
perspective, Pringsheim's Theorem should be considered as the special
case of the Hillam-Thron Theorem when a and b are inverse points
with respect to @D. In Theorem 1.2 and the proof of Theorem 1.1, this
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amounts to choosing k = 0, which negates the need to introduce hyper-
bolic geometry, making Pringsheim's Theorem a signicantly simpler
special case of the Hillam-Thron Theorem.
All of our results are true for N = 1; 2; : : : . When we speak of the
hyperbolic metric of an open ball D in R1, we refer to the restriction
to D of the two-dimensional hyperbolic metric of the open chordal ball
E in C1, where E is the unique open chordal ball in C1 such that
E \ R1 = D and such that @E cuts R1 orthogonally.
2. Convergence of sequences of balls in RN1
The purpose of this section is to formalise the notion of convergence
of a sequence of closed balls in RN1. The results are all intuitive and
the proofs are deliberately terse as they are straightforward.
It is simplest to rst consider what it means for a sequence of balls in
RN to converge. To this end, we dene the Euclidean Hausdor metric
 by the equation
(A;B) = sup
a2A
inf
b2B
ja  bj+ sup
b2B
inf
a2A
ja  bj;
for compact subsets A and B of RN . The metric  is complete on the
set of compact subsets of RN (see [4, Theorem 2.4.4] for proof).
Lemma 2.1. If A is the closed Euclidean ball with centre c and radius
r > 0 and B is the closed Euclidean ball with centre d and radius s > 0,
then
(A;B) = jc  dj+maxfjc  dj; jr   sjg:
Proof. This follows from adding the equation
sup
a2A
inf
b2B
ja  bj = maxfjc  dj+ r   s; 0g
to a similar equation for supb2B infa2A ja  bj. 
Corollary 2.2. Let B1; B2; : : : and B be closed Euclidean balls with
centres c1; c2; : : : and c, and non-negative radii r1; r2; : : : and r. Then
Bn converges to B in the Euclidean Hausdor metric if and only if
cn ! c and rn ! r as n!1.
Corollary 2.3. Let B1; B2; : : : be closed Euclidean balls that converge
in the Euclidean Hausdor metric to a compact set B. Then B is also
a closed Euclidean ball.
Proof. Dene cn and rn to be the centre and radius of Bn, for n =
1; 2; : : : . Lemma 2.1 may be applied to show that cn and rn are Cauchy
sequences. Completeness of RN ensures that cn and rn both converge,
then our result may be deduced from Corollary 2.2. 
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We now switch to working with closed balls in RN1. The chordal
metric  on RN1 is dened by identifying RN1 with the N -dimensional
unit sphere SN through stereographic projection, then transferring the
Euclidean metric on SN over to RN1 via this bijection. See [1] for details.
The metric  is complete, since the Euclidean metric is complete when
restricted to closed sets. Formulae for the chordal metric follow:
(x; y) =
2jx  yjp
1 + jxj2p1 + jyj2 ; (x;1) = 2p1 + jxj2 ;
where x and y are distinct points in RN . The chordal and Euclidean
metrics are locally equivalent within RN . We dene the chordal Haus-
dor metric  by the equation
(A;B) = sup
a2A
inf
b2B
(a; b) + sup
b2B
inf
a2A
(a; b);
for compact subsets A and B of RN1. The metric  is complete on the
set of compact subsets of RN1 (see [4, Theorem 2.4.4] for proof).
Lemma 2.4. If f is a Mobius map of RN1 and K1; K2; : : : is a sequence
of compact sets in RN1 that converges to another compact set K in the
chordal Hausdor metric, then f(Kn) converges to f(K) in the chordal
Hausdor metric.
Proof. This is true as f satises a Lipschitz condition
1
kf
(x; y) 6 (f(x); f(y)) 6 kf(x; y);
for some kf > 0 and all x; y 2 RN1. We refer the reader to [1, Theorem
3.6.1] for information about this Lipschitz condition for Mobius maps.

Lemma 2.5. Let B1; B2; : : : be closed Euclidean balls and let B be a
compact subset of RN . Then Bn ! B as n ! 1 in the Euclidean
Hausdor metric if and only if Bn ! B as n ! 1 in the chordal
Hausdor metric.
Proof. This follows quickly from local equivalence of the Euclidean and
chordal metrics within RN . 
Lemma 2.6. The limit B of a convergent sequence of closed chordal
balls B1; B2; : : : in the chordal Hausdor metric is itself a closed chordal
ball (this includes the possibilities that B is a single point or the whole
of RN1).
Proof. If B 6= RN1, there is a point w =2 B. Choose a Mobius map f such
that f(w) =1. Then f(Bn) converges to f(B) by Lemma 2.4 and for
large enough n, the f(Bn) are Euclidean balls. Lemma 2.5 shows that
f(Bn) converges to f(B) in the Euclidean Hausdor metric, therefore
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Corollary 2.3 shows that f(B), and hence B, are closed chordal balls.

It remains to show that a nested sequence of closed chordal balls
converges, so that Theorem 1.1 includes Theorem A.
Lemma 2.7. Let B1  B2     be closed chordal balls. Then Bn
converges to
T1
n=1Bn in the chordal Hausdor metric.
Proof. Through application of Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, it suces
to prove Lemma 2.7 for sequences of closed Euclidean balls Bn. Let Bn
have centre cn and radius rn, for n = 1; 2; : : : . The inclusion Bn  Bn+1
is equivalent to
rn+1 6 rn; jcn   cn+1j 6 rn   rn+1;
from which we can deduce that both cn and rn converge. Thus Bn
converges to a limit ball B by Corollary 2.2, which is easily seen to be
equal to
T1
n=1Bn. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
The proof of Theorem 1.2 precedes the proof of Theorem 1.1 as the
geometry of the former theorem provides motivation for the proof of the
latter. Figure 1 shows the rst few points zn and balls Dn associated
with a Hillam-Thron sequence. We have used the notation zn 1 for
the point Dn(zn 1). The dashed circles about the points z

n represent
hyperbolic spheres in Dn of radius k centred on zn. The convergence of
zn = Tn(a) in Theorem 1.1 is suggested by continuation of this diagram
for higher integers n when the balls Dn are close to the limit ball X.
(It is then a short step in hyperbolic geometry from convergence at the
point a 2 D to locally uniform convergence within D.)
The next lemma in hyperbolic geometry is pivotal in the proof of
Theorem 1.2 and it is also used in the examples of x5. We give only a
sketch proof as it is an elementary exercise in hyperbolic geometry.
Lemma 3.1. Choose two open chordal balls A;B ( RN1, and two points
a1 2 A and b1 2 B. Choose two further points a2 and b2 such that
either a2 2 @A and b2 2 @B, or a2 2 A and b2 2 B with A(a1; a2) =
B(b1; b2). Then there exists an N-dimensional Mobius map f with
f(A) = B, f(a1) = b1 and f(a2) = b2.
Sketch proof. It suces to prove the result when B is the unit ball
BN and b1 = 0. Choose any Mobius map g with g(A) = BN and
g(a1) = 0, then choose an orthogonal map h with h(g(a2)) = b2. Such
an orthogonal map clearly exists when a2 2 @A, and it exists when
a2 2 A since, by preservation of hyperbolic distance
g(A)(0; g(a2)) = A(a1; a2) = BN (0; b2);
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Figure 1. Typical geometry of Theorem 1.2.
so that jg(a2)j = jb2j. The map f = h  g has the required properties.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that we are given sequences Dn and
zn and a constant k > 0 as described in Theorem 1.2. We dene a
Hillam-Thron sequence (Tn; a; b;D) with Tn(D) = Dn and Tn(a) = zn,
for n = 1; 2; : : : . Choose a point a =2 D1, with D1(D1(a); z1) = k,
then choose any open ball D containing a and any point b =2 D with
D(a; D(b)) = k.
Dene z0 = a, then for each n 2 N: zn 2 Dn, Dn(zn 1) 2 Dn
and Dn(Dn(zn 1); zn) = D(a; D(b)), therefore Lemma 3.1 may be
applied to deduce the existence of a Mobius map Tn with Tn(D) = Dn,
Tn(a) = zn and Tn(D(b)) = Dn(zn 1). Preservation of inverse points
ensures that Tn(b) = zn 1 so that (Tn; a; b;D) is the required Hillam-
Thron sequence.
It remains to check that a given Hillam-Thron sequence (Tn; a; b;D)
satises the conditions of Theorem 1.2. Let Dn = Tn(D) and zn =
Tn(a), then since (Tn; a; b;D) is a Hillam-Thron sequence, Dn converges
to a closed ball which is not RN1. As a 2 D whilst b =2 D, we have that
zn 1 = Tn 1(a) = Tn(b) 2 Dn 1 nDn. This is condition (i). Condition
(ii) is also quickly veried with k = D(D(b); a), since the Mobius
map Tn is a hyperbolic isometry from D to Dn and it preserves inverse
points between these two balls, so that
Dn(Dn(zn 1); zn) = Dn(Tn(D(b)); Tn(a)) = D(D(b); a);
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as required.

The beauty of Theorem 1.2 is that it allows us to understand the
Hillam-Thron Theorem in terms of sequences of points and balls. One
can construct analogous results for other continued fraction theorems
such as Van Vleck's Theorem and the Parabola Theorem, but the ab-
sence of a nesting condition (1.4) in Theorem 1.2 distinguishes it from
the geometry that is associated with these classic theorems. Whilst
Theorem 1.2 allows one to construct all possible Hillam-Thron se-
quences in a geometric manner whether the nesting condition is satis-
ed or not, we have yet to discount the unlikely possibility that every
given Tn that does not satisfy (1.4), does in fact satisfy (1.4) for a
dierent choice of a, b and D. Examples that remove this possibility
are plentiful. For instance, let t1; t2; : : : be Euclidean rotations that
map  1 to 0, and choose any open Euclidean disc D with 0 2 D and
 1 =2 D. (The maps tn are of the form tn(z) = n(z + 1), for n 2 C
such that jnj = 1.) Dene Tn = t1      tn, then (Tn; 0; 1; D) is a
Hillam-Thron sequence provided that the n are chosen suitably such
that Tn(D) converges. On the other hand, Tn cannot satisfy (1.4) for
a dierent choice of D since the maps tn are elliptic and thus cannot
map a disc strictly inside itself.
It will usually be dicult to apply Theorem 1.1 to a particular given
continued fraction because one must nd a disc D for which Tn(D)
converges. That may very well be a more troublesome task than de-
termining that Tn(z) converges through some other means. Of course,
convergence of Tn(D) is guaranteed by the condition tn(D)  D of the
classic Hillam-Thron Theorem (see Lemma 2.7).
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In Proposition 4.2 we supply a set of conditions that ensure that a
sequence xn in RN converges, then we show that the sequence Tn(b)
of Theorem 1.1 satises these conditions. Lemma 4.1 contains the key
geometric step in Proposition 4.2.
Lemma 4.1. Let a, b and c be three distinct points in RN such that the
angle  between the segments [a; b] and [a; c] lies in the interval [0; =2)
and such that ja  cj 6 ja  bj cos . Then
ja  bj   jb  cj > 1
3
cos ja  cj:
Proof. If  = 0 then c 2 (a; b) and the result is clearly true. If  2
(0; =2) we may apply the Cosine Rule to the triangle with vertices a,
b and c to yield,
ja  bj2   jb  cj2 = 2ja  bjja  cj cos    ja  cj2:
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Using this equation and the inequality ja  cj 6 ja  bj cos  we obtain
ja  bj   jb  cj =

2ja  bj cos    ja  cj
ja  bj+ jb  cj

ja  cj
>

2ja  bj cos    ja  bj cos 
ja  bj+ ja  bj+ ja  bj cos 

ja  cj;
from which the result follows. 
Proposition 4.2. Choose a constant  2 [0; =2) and let c1; c2; : : : and
x1; x2; : : : be sequences in RN with cn ! 0 and jxnj ! 1 as n ! 1.
Suppose that there is a natural number N such that for every n > N ,
(i) the angle n between the Euclidean line segments [xn; xn+1] and
[xn; cn] satises 0 6 n 6 ;
(ii) jxn   xn+1j 6 jxn   cnj cos n.
Then x1; x2; : : : converges.
Proof. Since jxnj jcnj 6 jxn cnj 6 jxnj+jcnj, it is true that jxn cnj !
1, and similarly jxn+1  cnj ! 1, as n!1. Choose M > N such that
whenever n >M the next set of four inequalities hold,
jxnj 6 2; jxn   cnj > 1=2; jxn+1   cnj > 1=2; jcnj 6 112 cos :
From Lemma 4.1 we know that
1
3
cos jxn+1   xnj 6 jxn   cnj   jxn+1   cnj;
therefore for n >M ,
1
3
cos jxn+1   xnj 6 jxn   cnj2   jxn+1   cnj2
= jxnj2   jxn+1j2 + 2(xn+1   xn)  cn
6 jxnj2   jxn+1j2 + 2jxn+1   xnjjcnj
6 4(jxnj   jxn+1j) + 16 cos jxn+1   xnj;
therefore
jxn+1   xnj 6 24cos  (jxnj   jxn+1j):
This shows that
LX
n=M
jxn+1   xnj 6 24cos 
LX
n=M
(jxnj   jxn+1j) = 24cos  (jxM j   jxL+1j):
The right hand side of this inequality converges, therefore the left hand
side converges also. Hence the sum
PL
n=M(xn+1   xn) = xL+1   xM
converges, hence x1; x2; : : : converges. 
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In the next lemma, the precision of hyperbolic geometry is employed
in obtaining Euclidean distance estimates that are necessary in rec-
onciling Theorem 1.1 with Proposition 4.2. We assume in the proofs
of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 1.1 that it is known that the Euclidean
centre and hyperbolic centre of a ball within the Poincare ball model
of hyperbolic space both lie on the same radius of the Poincare ball.
This follows from the symmetry of hyperbolic and Euclidean metrics
and is proven in most introductory texts in hyperbolic geometry. We
also use standard formulae for the hyperbolic metric in a disc (and a
half-plane in x5), such as can be found in [1, Chapter 7].
Lemma 4.3. Let  be an open Euclidean ball in RN with centre c and
radius r > 0, and let x 2 RN n  and y 2  be inverse points with
respect to @. Let B be the closed ball in  with hyperbolic centre y
and hyperbolic radius k > 0. Then the Euclidean radius s of B and the
Euclidean centre b of B satisfy (1 + e k)s 6 jx  bj.
Proof. Let the Euclidean line through c, b and y intersect @B at points
u and v, where the label v is chosen for the intersection point such that
c, b, v and x occur in that order along the line. Then
(4.1) (c; u) = j(c; y)  kj; (c; v) = (c; y) + k:
Using the well known formula (see [1, x7.2])
(c; z) = log

r + jc  zj
r   jc  zj

; z 2 ;
with equation (4.1), one obtains the formulae
jc vj = re
k   1
ek + 1
; jc uj = r je
 k   1j
e k + 1
;  = e(c;y) =
r + jc  yj
r   jc  yj :
If u lies between c and b then 2s = jc   vj   jc   uj (this corresponds
to  > ek). On the other hand, if c lies between u and b then 2s =
jc  vj+ jc  uj (this corresponds to  6 ek). In either case, it follows
that
s = r
ek   e k
(ek + 1)(e k + 1)
and this may be simplied to yield
s =
r(r2   jy   cj2)
r2   2jy   cj2 ;  =
ek   1
ek + 1
:
Since 2=(1  2) = sinh k 6 ek and jy   cj 6 r, we have that
(4.2) s 6 2r
2(r   jy   cj)
r2(1  2) 6 e
k(r   jy   cj):
Now
(4.3) jx  bj = jx  vj+ s
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and
(4.4) jx  vj > jx  cj   r > rjx cj(jx  cj   r) = r   jy   cj:
Equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) may be combined to give the result. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If Tn(D) converges to a single point x then Tn
converges to x uniformly on D. Thus we assume that Tn(D) converges
to a closed ball X of positive radius. Choose a Mobius transformation
f that maps X to the closed unit ball BN in RN . Lemma 2.4 shows that
f  Tn  f 1(f(D)) = f  Tn(D) converges to BN . Since the hypothe-
ses and conclusion of Theorem 1.1 are preserved under conjugation, it
suces to assume that X = BN . Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.5 show
that we may henceforth restrict to large enough n for which Tn(D) is a
Euclidean ball with centre cn and radius rn, where cn ! 0 and rn ! 1
as n!1.
Dene b to be the inverse point of b in @D. Let A be the closed ball
with hyperbolic centre b and hyperbolic radius k, where k > D(a; b),
so that a 2 A. We dene xn = Tn(b) and then match the hypotheses of
Proposition 4.2, which then shows that xn must converge. That cn ! 0
as n!1 has been assured. To see that jxnj ! 1 as n!1, observe
that xn = Tn(b) =2 Tn(D), so that jxn   cnj > rn, and xn = Tn 1(a) 
Tn 1(D), so that jxn   cn 1j 6 rn 1. Therefore
rn 6 jxn   cnj 6 jxn   cn 1j+ jcn 1   cnj 6 rn 1 + jcn 1   cnj:
Since cn ! 0 and rn ! 1 as n!1, these inequalities show that both
sequences with nth terms jxn   cnj and jxnj converge to 1.
To see that xn converges we have only to verify properties (i) and (ii)
from Proposition 4.2. Mobius maps preserve inverse points, therefore
yn = Tn(b
) and xn = Tn(b) are inverse points with respect to @Tn(D),
hence
(4.5) jxn   ynj = jxn   cnj   r
2
n
jxn   cnj ! 0 as n!1:
The map Tn preserves hyperbolic distance from D to Tn(D), therefore
the closed ball Tn(A) has hyperbolic centre yn and hyperbolic radius
k in Tn(D). Let Tn(A) have Euclidean centre bn and Euclidean radius
sn. As xn+1 = Tn(a) 2 Tn(A), we have the inequality
(4.6) jxn   bnj   sn 6 jxn   xn+1j 6 jxn   bnj+ sn:
We apply Lemma 4.3 with  = Tn(D) and B = Tn(A) to deduce that
(4.7) (1 + e k)sn 6 jxn   bnj:
Since bn lies on the Euclidean line segment [xn; cn], the angle n 2 [0; )
between the Euclidean line segments [xn; cn] and [xn; xn+1] is equal to
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the angle between the Euclidean line segments [xn; bn] and [xn; xn+1].
If n > 0, we may apply the Cosine Rule to the triangle with vertices
xn, bn and xn+1 which, along with equations (4.6) and (4.7), yields
cos n =
jxn   bnj2 + jxn   xn+1j2   jbn   xn+1j2
2jxn   bnjjxn   xn+1j
> jxn   bnj
2 + (jxn   bnj   sn)2   s2n
2jxn   bnj(jxn   bnj+ sn)
=
jxn   bnj   sn
jxn   bnj+ sn
> 1
2ek + 1
:
Hence all n lie in the interval [0; ), where  is the unique solution in
[0; =2) of cos  = 1=(2ek + 1). Thus property (i) is true. Property
(ii) is also true since jxn   cnj cos n is greater than 12 cos  for large n,
whilst we now show that jxn   xn+1j ! 0 as n !1. Using (4.6) and
(4.7) we have that
jxn   xn+1j 6 jxn   bnj+ sn(4.8)
6

1 + 1
1+e k

jxn   bnj
= (2ek + 1)

1  1
1+e k

jxn   bnj
6 (2ek + 1)(jxn   bnj   sn)
6 (2ek + 1)jxn   ynj;(4.9)
and jxn   ynj ! 0 as n ! 1 by (4.5), hence property (ii) is veried.
All the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 have now been satised and that
proposition demonstrates convergence of xn to a limit x.
It remains to show that Tn converges locally uniformly within D to
x. Since jxn   ynj ! 0 as n ! 1, certainly Tn(b) ! x as n ! 1.
Now
sup
w2A
jyn   Tn(w)j 6 2sn;
and that sn ! 0 as n!1 can be seen from (4.8) and (4.9). Therefore
Tn converges to x uniformly within A. The result follows as Amay have
been chosen to be arbitrarily large within D. 
We remark that it has just been shown that Tn(w) ! x as n ! 1
for points w 2 D, where jxj = 1. If w 2 RN1 nD and w = D(w) then
Tn(w
)! x as n!1 and
jTn(w)  Tn(w)j = jDn(Tn(w))  Tn(w)j =
r2n   jTn(w)  cnj2
jTn(w)  cnj :
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This latter expression converges to 0 as n!1, therefore also Tn(w)!
x as n ! 1. That Tn converges to x on RN1 nD when X is a ball of
positive radius is not included in the statement of Theorem 1.1 since
it is not true when X is a single point. An example verifying this
assertion is provided in x5.
5. Best possibility of Theorem 1.1
In this section we provide two examples to demonstrate the strength
and necessity of certain aspects of Theorem 1.1. Such examples are no-
tably missing from existing accounts of the Hillam-Thron Theorem for
two reasons. Firstly, those accounts are predominantly algebraic and
lack the geometric machinery we employ in constructing our examples.
Secondly, those accounts tend to focus on convergence of the sequence
Tn only at the point 0, as this is the classical denition of continued
fraction convergence. In contrast, we are interested in the convergence
or divergence of Tn at every point in RN1, since the point 0 has no
particular geometric signicance for general Mobius transformations.
In Example 1 we examine Theorem 1.1 when the limit ball X is
chosen to be a single point and in Example 2 we examine Theorem 1.1
when X is a closed ball with positive chordal radius. We conclude that
given a, b and D in Theorem 1.1, the set D [ fbg is the largest set on
which we can be certain of convergence of Tn to the limit value.
Let us rst assume that X is a single point x. Evidently Tn con-
verges uniformly on D to x, and since Tn(b) 2 Tn 1(D) for every n,
also Tn(b) ! x as n ! 1. We give an example of this limit point
circumstance for which Tn diverges on a chosen dense subset of the
complement of D [ fbg, thereby proving that the conclusion of Theo-
rem 1.1 cannot be strengthened to include convergence on a larger set
than D [ fbg.
Example 1. Let D = fz 2 C : Re[z] > 0g, a = 1 and b =  1. Choose
a countable set of points S that is dense in C n (D [ f 1g) and a
sequence 1; 2; : : : in S such that if s 2 S then s = n for innitely
many n. Let n = D(D(n); 1), for n 2 N.
We dene two sequences un and vn by the formulae
u1 = 1; vn = un=(1  e n); un = 2vn 1   un 1:
Let Dn = fz : Re[z] > vng, then it can be veried that
u1 < v1 < u2 < v2 <    ; Dn(un+1) = un; Dn(un+1; Dn(0)) = n:
Furthermore, one may show that
vn >
 
ni=1(1  e i)
 1
;
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from which we deduce that the sequence vn is unbounded. Lemma 2.7
shows that Dn converges in the chordal metric to f1g. By Lemma 3.1
we may choose Mobius maps T1; T2; : : : with Tn(D) = Dn, Tn(1) = un+1
and Tn(D(n)) = Dn(0). Preservation of inverse points from D to Dn
ensures that Tn( 1) = un and Tn(n) = 0. Thus we conclude that
(Tn; 1; 1; D) is a Hillam-Thron sequence such that Tn converges uni-
formly on D to 1, whilst Tn(n) = 0 for every n. Hence Tn does not
converge to the limit point x =1 on S. It is sucient for our purposes
to have shown that Tn does not converge to x on S, although one may
verify the stronger assertion that Tn diverges on S using the equal-
ity Dn (Dn)(Tn(m); Tn(n)) = D(D)(m; n) and comparing hyperbolic
and Euclidean distances. 
When X is a closed ball with radius between 0 and 2, that is, when
X is neither a single point nor the whole of RN1, it was shown in the
proof of Theorem 1.1 in x4 and the comment following that proof that
Tn converges to x on RN1 n @D. We supply an example of a Hillam-
Thron sequence (Tn; a; b;D) such that Tn diverges on a given dense set
of points in @D, thereby completing our argument to show that the con-
clusion of Theorem 1.1 cannot be strengthened to include convergence
on a larger set than D [ fbg.
Example 2. Let
D = fz : Re[z] < 3=2g; a = 1; b = 2 and Un(z) = z=2n;
for n = 1; 2; : : : . Then
U1(2) = 1; Un(2) = Un 1(1) = 1=2n 1 and Un(D) = Dn;
for n = 1; 2; : : : , where Dn = fz : Re[z] < 3=2n+1g.
Choose a countable dense subset S of @D and a sequence 1; 2; : : :
of elements of S such that every s 2 S occurs in this sequence innitely
many times. By Lemma 3.1, we may dene Vn to be an automorphism
of Dn that xes the interior point Un(1) and maps the boundary point
Un(n) to 1. Let Tn = Vn Un. Then Tn(1) = Un(1) and Tn(D) = Dn.
As Mobius maps preserve inverse points we see that
Tn(2) = Tn(D(1)) = Dn(Tn(1)) = 1=2
n 1 = Tn 1(1);
so that (Tn; 1; 2; D) is a Hillam-Thron sequence such that Tn(z) ! 0
as n!1 for z 2 D, and such that Tn(D) converges to the closed left
half-plane. If s 2 S then Tn(s) = 1 for innitely many n so that Tn
does not converge to 0 on S (in fact, Tn diverges on S), as required. 
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6. Concluding remarks
A. F. Beardon has proven with Euclidean geometry a version of the
Hillam-Thron Theorem that is valid in all dimensions (see [3]). He
replaces the condition Tn(b) = Tn 1(a) with the more general condition
Tn(b) 2 Tn 1(A), where A is a compact subset ofD. It is not dicult to
adjust Theorem 1.1 and its proof to accommodate this generalisation.
The author has extended this assumption further still in [7] whilst
proving a several dimensional version of the Parabola Theorem.
Most convergence theorems in the analytic theory of continued frac-
tions involve nested sequences of discs D  T1(D)     , and it seems
probable that in results other than the Hillam-Thron Theorem one may
replace this nested condition with a suitable notion of convergence of
discs. The author has not looked into this possibility.
Finally, we remark that it may be possible to extend Theorem 1.1 to
include more general domains D than discs and more general confor-
mal (or possibly quasiconformal) maps Tn than Mobius maps, but we
have discovered only counterexamples and not positive results in this
direction.
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